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Speech Title: “Visual Perception Practices for Autonomous Parking”
Abstract: This report will share some research results of the reporter’s group on visual perception
for autonomous parking, including high-precision parking-slot detection, online correction of the
cameras’ poses of the surround-view system, and tightly-coupled semantic SLAM fusing
multi-sensor information. The reporter modeled the parking-slot detection problem as a
data-driven problem, and proposed a solution, DeepPS, based on DNN. In addition, the reporter
has constructed a large-scale, fully annotated surround-view image dataset, which now can be
accessed at https://cslinzhang.github.io/deepps/. Poses of calibrated cameras in a surround-view
system sometimes may change. How to correct cameras’ extrinsics in an online manner without
using re-calibration is still an open issue. The reporter first designs a Bi-Camera error model,
measuring the photometric discrepancy between two corresponding pixels on images captured
by two adjacent cameras. Then, by minimizing the system’s overall Bi-Camera error, cameras’
extrinsics can be optimized. How to estimate the pose of the vehicle in an indoor parking
environment is another key issue. To this end, the reporter establishes a tightly-coupled semantic
SLAM system by integrating Visual, Inertial, and Surround-view sensors, VISSLAM for short. In
VISSLAM, apart from low-level visual features and IMU motion data, parking-slots in surround-view
images are also detected and geometrically associated, forming semantic constraints.

